Introduction
============

The increasing risk of breast cancer severity is more for the women in their entire lifetime. The sickness is fairly more among middle-aged than in young-aged women (Henriksen et al., 2019). Based on the information of the American Cancer Society, breast cancer is the second leading cancer next to lung cancer among women and it occurs quite rare for men (DeSantis et al., 2013). The risk of breast cancer initiates in the breast cells of the human body and these affected cells can easily invade its neighbour tissues. The illness effect may be subject to the cancer type, risk level and patients' oldness. In general, the identification of breast cancer is found either by perceiving a lump in the breast or through mammogram screening (Falk et al., 2018). This lump is classified as either benign or malignant tumours; where benign tumours are normal or controllable and malignant tumours are abnormal or vigorous in invading the adjacent tissues. The clinical physicians use microscopic study for the detection and classification of breast cancer conventionally (Documet et al., 2015). But nowadays, machine learning algorithms that utilize the computational techniques pave them an easier way for the analysis and classification of cancer.

The detection at an earlier stage is very significant in the diagnosis of breast cancer. This is attained by the use of mammogram screening; where mammogram gives an x-ray imaging of the patients' breast (Sundaram et al., 2011). The sign or symptom of microcalcification in the breast is straightforwardly identified with the help of mammogram. The microcalcification is typically a tiny deposit of calcium in the breast area which is found as spots (white) on the obtained mammograms images (Peairs et al., 2017).

The study herein proposes a computer-aided diagnosis for the breast cancer classification as either benign class or malignant class from digital mammograms. The digital mammogram images used for the analysis are obtained from the Mammogram Image Analysis Society (MIAS) dataset. The work involves the performance analysis by considering 80 mammogram images from the MIAS database; where the first 40 mammogram images are benign and the rest 40 are malignant. All the works in this paper are carried out using MATLAB 2013a.

Materials and Methods
=====================

*A. Feature Extraction*

The examination of breast cancer in this work starts with the extraction of features from the taken mammogram images in the MIAS database as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The feature extraction is intended to transform the input raw mammograms into a set of features that can be provided as input to any classification algorithm (Abirami et al., 2017). The feature extraction is attained using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Daubechies (DB4), Haar (HAAR), BiorSplines (BIOR4.4), Symlet8 (SYM8) and DMeyer (DMEY) are the five preferred wavelet families used for feature extraction from the raw-input mammogram images at level 4 decomposition (Abirami et al., 2017). This step will offer twelve statistical features as Mean, Median, Mode, Maximum, Minimum, Range, Standard Deviation, Median Absolute Deviation, Mean Absolute Deviation, L1 norm, L2 norm and Max norm from the input mammograms (Amin et al., 2015).

These extracted features are then served as input to the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Cuckoo-Search Algorithm (CSA) classifiers which are discussed in the following subsection.

*B. Classification using LDA*

The LDA as a classifier is analogous to the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method. The PCA method intends to determine the component axes which maximize the variance of given data. As analogous to PCA, the LDA classifier similarly determines the component axes which maximize the variance of given data and additionally it determines the axes which maximize the separation among different output classes. This could be useful in classification problems (Mika et al., 1999). The Bayes classifier gives a highly effective classification result that assigns each input features to the most likely output class given its predictor values. If the terms are properly specified, then the Bayes classifier has the minimum possible error rate than all other classifiers (Tharwat et al., 2017). Thus LDA as a classifier that efforts to approximate the Bayes classifier (Kan et al., 2015). The five general steps of LDA classifier is

i\. Calculate the d-dimensional mean vectors for various classes from the dataset.

ii\. Calculate the scatter matrices (both within-class and between-class).

iii\. Calculate the Eigen vectors (e~1~,e~2~,\...,e~d~) and respective Eigen values (λ~1~, λ~2~,\...,λ~d~) for the above calculated scatter matrices.

iv\. Now sort the Eigen vectors by reducing order of Eigen values and select k Eigen vectors with maximum value of Eigen values to generate a d × k dimensional matrix W.

v\. Use this above generated Eigen vector matrix W to renovate the samples onto the different subspace. And it can be represented shortly by matrix multiplication as Y=X×W.

*C. Classification using CSA*

The same set of twelve statistical features are now served as an input to the CSA classifier. The CSA is a popular nature-inspired and metaheuristic optimization technique that depends on the exciting breeding characteristics such as brood parasitism of certain species of cuckoos (Yang et al., 2010). CSA is principally imitates the breeding behaviour of cuckoo, which involves dumping of eggs inside the nests of other host birds and making these host to nurture their chicks. The traditional cuckoo-search algorithm is modified for the proposed problem. Levy flight denotes the random flight characteristics of birds and is performed to obtain the next position $p_{i}^{(t + 1)}$ based on the current position $p_{i}^{(t)}$ as
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where and α represent the entry-wise multiplication and step size. In general, α\>0 should be taken as scaling factor for step size; here α=1 is considered for the classification problem. The random walk is observed by using levy flight where the random step size is calculated from the levy distribution (Gandomi et al., 2013) as,
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where the value of γ is kept as 0.2 for classification which indicates the infinite variance with infinite mean. Now the cuckoo's successive steps principally provide a random-walk approach and this follows power-law like step length distribution using a heavy tail (Cui et al., 2017). The Mantegna algorithm (Gandomi et al., 2013) is used for a symmetric Levy stable distribution.

The three general rules of cuckoo-search algorithm can be summarized as:

i\. Each cuckoo bird lays an egg at a time and then dumps those egg in a host nest randomly.

ii\. The best host nests with supreme quality eggs will be conceded over to the subsequent generations.

iii\. The amount of host nests available is constant and the cuckoo's egg is revealed by the host one with a probability $p_{a} \in \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$ . Now the host one can either dispose of the cuckoo's egg away or just remove the nest in order to construct a newer nest in another new location.

###### 

Confusion Matrix of LDA and CSA Classifiers

  Classifier   Wavelet   TP   FN   TN   FP
  ------------ --------- ---- ---- ---- ----
  LDA          DB4       26   14   30   10
               HAAR      32   8    34   6
               BIOR4.4   34   6    28   12
               SYM8      32   8    36   4
               DMEY      30   10   24   16
  CSA          DB4       28   12   30   10
               HAAR      40   0    38   2
               BIOR4.4   36   4    26   14
               SYM8      36   4    34   6
               DMEY      34   6    32   8

TP, True Positive; FN, False Negative; TN, True Negative; FP, False Positive, LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis; CSA, Cuckoo-Search Algorithm; DB4, Daubechies; HAAR, Haar; BIOR4.4, Bior Splines; SYM8, Symlet 8; DMEY, DMeyer

###### 

Performance Comparison of LDA and CSA Classifiers Using Standard Metrics

  ------------------------------------------------------------------
  Classifier   Wavelet   ER (%)   SE\   SP\   ACC\   PR\     MCC\
                                  (%)   (%)   (%)    (%)     (%)
  ------------ --------- -------- ----- ----- ------ ------- -------
  LDA          DB4       30       65    75    70     72.22   40.20

               HAAR      17.5     80    85    82.5   84.21   65.08

               BIOR4.4   22.5     85    70    77.5   73.91   55.63

               SYM8      15       80    90    85     88.89   70.35

               DMEY      32.5     75    60    67.5   65.22   35.40

  CSA          DB4       27.5     70    75    72.5   73.68   45.06

               HAAR      2.5      100   95    97.5   95.24   95.12

               BIOR4.4   22.5     90    65    77.5   72      56.80

               SYM8      12.5     90    85    87.5   85.71   75.09

               DMEY      17.5     85    80    82.5   80.95   65.08
  ------------------------------------------------------------------

ER, Error Rate; SE, Sensitivity; SP, Specificity; ACC, Accuracy; PR, Precision; MCC, Matthews Correlation Coefficient; LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis; CSA, Cuckoo-Search Algorithm; DB4, Daubechies; HAAR, Haar; BIOR4.4, BiorSplines; SYM8, Symlet8; DMEY, DMeyer

###### 

Comparison of Proposed Model with Related Works

  References                  Methodology                                                                                                                      Classification Accuracy (%)
  --------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
  Srivastava et al., (2014)   Hybrid type of features with k-nearest neighbour Classifier                                                                      87
  Saini et al., (2015)        Texture features with artificial neural network.                                                                                 87.5
  Pawar et al., (2016)        Wavelet coefficient features with genetic fuzzy system.                                                                          89.47
  Gardezi et al., (2016)      Curvelet based grey level co-occurrence matrix and geometric invariant shift transform with support vector machine classifier.   92.39
  Vaidehi et al., (2017)      Texture features with sparse representation classifier.                                                                          93.75
  Harefa et al., (2017)       Texture features with support vector machine classifier.                                                                         93.88
  Pratiwi et al., (2015)      Texture features with radial basis function neural network.                                                                      93.98
  Gautam et al., (2018)       Texture features with back propagation neural network.                                                                           96.3
  Proposed work               Statistical features with cuckoo-search algorithm                                                                                97.5

![Proposed Method ( LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis; CSA, Cuckoo-Search Algorithm )](APJCP-20-2333-g001){#F1}

![Comparative Analysis of LDA and CSA Classifiers. ER, Error Rate; SE, Sensitivity; SP, Specificity; ACC, Accuracy; PR, Precision; MCC, Matthews Correlation Coefficient; DB4, Daubechies, HAAR, Haar; BIOR4.4, BiorSplines; SYM8, Symlet8; DMEY, DMeyer; LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis; CSA, Cuckoo-Search Algorithm](APJCP-20-2333-g002){#F2}

The proposed work considers the target value for benign and malignant images as 0.1 and 0.85. The LDA and CSA classifiers are evaluated using performance metrics is discussed in the succeeding section.

Results
=======

The comparison of performance analysis of the classifiers are done using the standard metrics like Error Rate (ER), Sensitivity (SE), Specificity (SP), Precision (PR), Accuracy (ACC) and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) (Zhu et al., 2010). These metrics are calculated based on the confusion matrix (Powers, 2011) that is made of True Positives (TP), False Negatives (FN), True Negatives (TN) and False Positives (FP).

The [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} gives the comparative analysis of LDA and CSA classifiers used for the classification of mammograms as either benign or malignant and its graphical analysis is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

As in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, the LDA classifier along with dmey wavelet misclassifies 10 malignant mammogram images as benign and 16 benign mammogram images

as malignant out of 80 total mammogram images; this misclassification leads to the highest error rate of 32.5 and lowest MCC value of 35.40 as shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} when compared with all wavelets used in LDA classifier. The lowest error rate as 15 with the highest value of MCC as 70.35 for LDA classifier is obtained for the sym8 wavelet and so it misclassifies only 8 malignant mammogram images as benign and only 4 benign mammogram images as malignant. Similarly for CSA classifier, the highest misclassification or error rate with lowest MCC value is found for dB4 wavelet as in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. However the haar wavelet with CSA classifier gives the lowest error rate of 2.5 and the highest MCC value of 95.12 as in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. This is because the CSA classifier using haar wavelet correctly classifies almost all 40 taken malignant mammogram images as malignant and falsely classifies only 2 benign mammogram images as malignant images. This impact will leads to the highest accuracy of 97.5% for the CSA classifier with haar wavelet and the LDA classifier with sym8 wavelet will give the highest accuracy of 85% over other wavelet families. The above discussion noticeably evident that the performance of nature-inspired CSA classifier using haar wavelet outperforms the performance of LDA classifier in classifying the mammogram images.

The comparison of classification accuracy of other related existing works (Srivastava et al., 2014; Gautam et al., 2018) with the proposed model is discussed in [Table III](#T3){ref-type="table"}. As in the table, the comparison is based on the methodology with different feature extraction approaches using various classification algorithms. The nature-inspired based proposed classifier with haar wavelet gives higher classification accuracy than the other related systems. This is because of the simplicity and proficiency of CSA in tackling highly non-linear problems.

Discussion
==========

The work intends to propose a system for the classification of mammogram images from MIAS data corpus into either benign class or malignant class. The work utilizes five individual wavelet families for the extraction of statistical features from the input mammograms. And these features are served as input to the LDA and CSA classifiers respectively. The smoothness nature of haar wavelet along with CSA classifier provides an improved accuracy of 12.5% when compared with LDA classifier. The future work of the study is to implement a dynamic class-label classification for the identification of breast cancer with some other datasets.
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